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General Reinforcement Learning

How to Solve General Reinforcement Learning with Infinite Computation?
Answer: AIXI (Hutter, 2005)
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Universal prior akin to Solomonoff (1964, 1978), but for reactive
environments:
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At every time step t the agent

X

• outputs action at ∈ A
• receives percept et ∈ E including reward r(et) ∈ R

Recursive value of policy π in environment ν:

Policy π : (A × E)∗ → A
Environment µ : A∗ → ∆(E ∗)

ξ(e<t k a<t) :=

wν ν(e<t k a<t).

ν

Use this
P

with wν > 0 lower semicomputable and ν wν ≤ 1
ξ returns the probability that the universal Turing machine U generates e<t when fed with a<t and uniformly random bits:

Wνπ (æ <t) := Wνπ (æ <tπ(æ <t))
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Discount
P∞function γ : N → R with γt := γ(t) ≥ 0 and
Γt := i=t γi < ∞; finite lifetime: Γm = 0
Assumptions:

X

t

ξ(e<t k a<t) =

Optimal policy: arg maxπ Vνπ and arg maxπ Wνπ

• rewards are bounded between 0 and 1

X

2−|p|

p: e<tvU (p,a<t)

• A and E are finite
• γ is lower semicomputable

AIMU = optimal policy for computable measure µ
AINU = optimal policy for semicomputable semimeasure ν
AIXI = optimal policy for universal prior ξ

Goal: maximize discounted rewards

Results
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The Arithemetical Hierarchy
A ⊆ N is Σ0n (Ac is Π0n) :⇐⇒ ∃ computable relation S such that
k ∈ A ⇐⇒ ∃k1∀k2 . . . Qnkn S(k, k1, . . . , kn)
A is ∆0n :⇐⇒ A is Σ0n and A is Π0n.
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All of these bounds are tight
(for particular universal Turing machines)

ε-optimal recursive AINU/AIXI
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(limit computable)

Environments That End

AIMU
Σ01
(semicomputable)
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Option 1: 10 cookies and the universe ends
Option 2: 1 cookie, but the universe continues forever, and there
are no more cookies
What is the rational choice?
Iterative value function: option 2
Recursive value function: option 1

ε-optimal AIMU
∆01
(computable)
Except for iterative AIXI, all of these bounds are sharp!
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